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SUMMARY 
This thesis is concerned with the development of new methods for 
the solution of mathematical programming problems. 
The most important solution procedure in the linear case is 
Dantzig's Simplex Method, which has been designed for use on digital 
computers. Other procedures are due to Jackson (19 57) and to Pyne 
(1956). They require the use of an analog computer, and they seem to 
have some advantages over the Simplex Method. In the first part of the 
thesis, these two procedures are described, and their performances 
evaluated. The velocity by which the solution to the problem can be 
obtained is considered, and it is shown how it can be considerably 
greater than Dantzig's Method, particularly if the problem is of large 
dimensions. It is also shown how nonlinear problems can be framed so 
that they can be solved applying a technique similar to the one used in 
the linear case. Sensitivity analysis can be performed quite easily, 
in a matter of seconds , and it does not require a rerun of the whole 
problem. 
A drawback of those analog methods is the lack of precision. In 
the second part of this thesis it is tried to overcome this difficulty, 
either by improving the existing procedures, or by a new approach. The 
first method of attack leads to the use of a second order differential 
equation model, which has the additional advantage of increasing the 
solution speed; the second consists in reframing the mathematical model, 
viii 
and leads to the simultaneous solution of the primal and dual problems. 
The two suggested improvements can be combined, adding in such a way 
to the advantages. 




Nature of the Problem 
Mathematical programming deals with the problem of allocating 
limited resources among competing activities in optimal manner. This 
problem of allocation can arise whenever one must select the level of 
certain activities which must compete for certain scarce resources 
necessary to perform those activities. The great variety of situations 
to which mathematical programming can be applied is indeed remarkable. 
It ranges from the allocation of production facilities to products to 
the allocation of airplane fuel to bomber runs, from portfolio selection 
to the selection of shipping patterns, and so on almost to infinitum. 
Mathematical programming uses a mathematical model to describe the prob­
lem of concern. The word "programming" is essentially a synonym for 
planning. Thus mathematical programming involves the planning of 
activities in order to obtain an "optimal" result, i.e. a result which 
reaches the specified goals best (according to the model) among all 
feasible alternatives. A great deal of attention has been given recently 
to the computational aspects of mathematical programming, and in par­
ticular of linear programming, in which all the mathematical functions 
in the model are required to be linear functions. The best known compu­
tational method is the simplex method of George Dantzig, designed for 
use on digital computing machinery for the maximization of a linear 
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function of variables subject to linear inequalities. In the simplex 
method, a large number of arc computations involved [about 5 m , where 
m is the number of restrictions, according to (1)) and entails roundoff 
problems. 
It is felt that many engineers and the majority of people in 
other fields are not aware of the potentialities of electronic analog 
computers. Actually, analog computation is a very simple approach to 
problem solutions , even if the concepts at first may seem somewhat illu­
sive, and solves in a reasonable time. 
Moreover, a change in the given data usually requires a rerun of 
the whole problem. 
Purpose of the Research 
Methods designed for use on analogue computers are by far less 
known, even if they can be especially useful in removing some of the 
difficulties found using the simplex method. 
In many practical problems the data are known with so little 
accuracy (much less than that of the values of the electrical components 
representing them) that it is important to be able to explore the solu­
tions of a whole class of problems with data near those of the given 
problems. Since analog computer methods allow these changes to be made 
and solutions to be found quickly and examined for "reasonableness," 
uncertainty regarding data should no longer present as great an obstacle 
as heretofore in the application of linear programming to realistic 
problems. 
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Many of the problems are characterized by complex interaction of 
forces and highly nonlinear relationships, by the low precision of input 
data and the system parameters of only two or three significant figures, 
and by the need for a factor of human reasoning during problem solution. 
Certain nonlinear programming problems can be phrased as linear problems 
with variable coefficients, so that analog methods can be useful. The 
operating time of the analog computer makes possible the inclusion of 
the operator's judgment and creative reasoning in the problem solution 
since he can often immediately see the results of his decision and how 
they affect the validity of the system model and/or the problem solution. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to point out some of the ways the 
modern electronic analog computer can be used to advantage in the solu­
tion of such problems, and to stimulate interest and the conception of 
ideas in this method of problem solution. First two methods suggested 
by literature will be described. Next the limits of their performances 
will be evaluated. Finally we will consider how they can be improved, 
either choosing a new approach, or by a refinement of the existing 
solution procedures. The methods will be judged from the point of view 
of: 
a. Maximum size of a solvable problem. 
b. Velocity of execution. 
c. Errors. 
All of them are equally useful in the nonlinear case, and if sensitivity 





This method (1) is a logical extension of the method of "steepest 
ascent." A digital computer would solve a programming problem in a 
step-by-step numerical calculation. An analog computer will solve such 
a problem in a dynamic fashion even though the problem itself is static. 
The advantage of solving a problem in a dynamic fashion is one of speed, 
since the solution point is calculated in a continuous manner rather 
than in a discontinuous point-by-point method, and the resulting calcu­
lation for even a large programming problem on an electronic analog com­
puter takes only a matter of seconds. 
problems , it will be illustrated by a single type which can be stated in 
the following forms. It is required to maximize the objective function 
of n variables. 
Although the method is capable of solving non-linear optimization 
n 






Equation (2-2) can be expressed as: 
n 
I x a < 1 i=l,2,...,m (2-3) 
k=l k l k 
where the c's and a's are constants. The problem is solved with 
(n+m+2p) amplifiers, where 
n = number of variables. 
m = number of restrictions. 
p = number of negative quantities among the a's. 
The variables x n sx_ s....x can be treated as the coordinates of 1 2 m 
a point in a Euclidean space of n dimensions. The point with these 
coordinates will be called the objective point. The objective function 
equation (2-1), is continuous and single valued everywhere within this 
space and therefore can be used to define a gradient (grad) vector, 
grad z . If inSi_.....i are unit vectors in the directions of the to 1 2 n 
coordinate axes, then 
n 
rrad z = V j£. i = V c i 
k=l d \ k k=l k k 
The vector grad z is everywhere constant, normal to the hyper-
planes of equal z , and in the direction of steepest ascent. 
The jtTz restriction of equation (2-3) represents a half space in 
the n-space bounded by the hyperplane 
k = l k D k 
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An edge separates the region of the space in which an inequality is 
satisfied from the region in which it is violated. The space in which 
all the given inequalities are satisfied is called the feasible region. 
The allowed region is ordinarily bounded in the sense that the objective 
function cannot increase without limit without entering the restricted 
region. The scalar 1/a. represents the intercept of the jth edge with 
the Kth coordinate axis. Any of the inequalities, equation (2-3), is 
superfluous if its hyperplane lies wholly within the infeasible region. 
Define a vector N. normal to the ith edge and directed toward the feasi-
ble region. There are exactly m such vectors and each is associated 
with a particular restriction and are given by 




d. = 0 when I a. jk^k x < 1 k=l 
(2-5) 
n 
d. = 1 when •jk~k x > 1 
Define the vector f as follows 
m n 
f = K grad z + H ) d.N. (2-6) 
j=l J J k=l 
7 
where H and K are constants. 
In terms of components , f may be written 
f = f.i. + f.i 0 + ... + f i 1 1 2 2 n n (2-7) 
from equations (2-3), (2-5), and (2-7), the Kth component is 
m 
fk = K C k " H l=1 ajk dj I V j k " 1 k=l 
(2-8) 
Let the position of the objective point be described by the vector 
r = x i + x i + . . . + x i 
1 1 2 2 n n 
(2-9) 
The velocity of the objective point in the n-dimensional space 




where t is the time. 
The equation which describes Jackson's method can now be written 
dr 
dt (2-11) 
Equation (2-11) describes the motion of the objective point as 
the solution is approached. The solution is to be the value which r 
finally attains. 
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The velocity of the objective point P(xn ,x„,...,x ) lies along 
1 2 m 
the gradient of the objective function while in the n-dimensional solu­
tion space; hence the point moves in the direction of steepest ascent 
(descent). (The signs in equation (2-8) are reversed if it is desired 
to minimize z.] At points beyond the ^th edge the velocity vector has 
a component along N_. , and for some finite value of 
k=l jk k 
this 
will just cancel out the component contained in z in the direction 
normal to the edge. 
The velocity vector will then lie parallel to the ^th hyper-
At points in the surface for finite positive values of 
neighborhood of relative maxima (minima) of z, dr/dt will vanish. 
The above equations may be instrumented quite easily on an analog 
computer. In addition to summers, needed to solve the inequalities, and 
of integrators, needed to integrate the rates of change of the varia­
bles , some type of decision element must be used to generate the d . 
The most convenient way to perform this decision function is through the 
use of diode limiting circuits. 
The resulting general computer schematic is given in Figure 1, 
where 
e. = -d. 
3 3 
f n ^ 
The quantities of Xj are integrated with respect to time from the 
starting position determined by the set of initial conditions x (0), 
x ^ ( 0 ) s x (0). The quantity K is an arbitrary, large, real number. 
The effect of this feedback is to cancel the component in each x. which 
Figure 1. General Computer Schematic for Jackson's Method 
10 
Is normal to that particular boundary hypersurface. Therefore, the 
point P is constrained to move in the direction of increasing z(x), 
but parallel to the boundary surfaces and is in the infeasible region 
close to the boundary. The velocity of the point P is thus altered each 
time a boundary or restriction is reached. The velocity vector will 
always have a component along grad z until the maximum value of z is 
reached. When the maximum value of z is reached, the last component 
of the velocity in the direction grad z will have been cancelled and 
the point P will come to a rest. The maximum found in this way is 
determined uniquely by the defining equations and is independent of the 
starting or initial point. 
Pyne's Method 
This method (2) solves the problem with (n+2m+2p) amplifiers 
where 
n - number of variables, 
m = number of restrictions. 
p = number of negative quantities among the restrictions' 
coefficients. 
The vectors 
n Bz n ;rad z = V - i = V c i, 
k=l k k=l 
N. = -(a. i +a. 0i 0+...+a. i ) 3 ] H ]2 2 :n n 
and the quantities 
11 
n 
d. = 0 when ) a., x, < 1 
3 x = i ^ k 
n 
d. = 1 when V a., x. > 1 
3
 k = i ] k k 
are defined in the same way as in Jackson's method, but there is a dif­
ference in the definition of vector f: 
n 
f = K grad z + H V d.N. (2-12) 
j = l ] ] 
In terms of components f may be written 
f = f i + f i + . . . + f i 
1 1 11 n n 
From equations (2-3), (2-5) and (2-7), the Kth component is 
f k - Kc k - H |^ d.a.k (2-13) 
Both the vector f and its Kth component f depend on the coordi­
nates of the objective point because of the presence of the d's in 
equations (2-12) and (2-13). 
Let the position of the objective point be described by the 
vector 
r = x i + x i + ... x i 
1 1 2 2 n n 
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The velocity of the objective point in the n-dimensional space 
may therefore be defined as the vector 
v = |£ = f (2-14) dt 
Equation (2-14) describes the motion of the objective point as 
the solution is approached. The solution is to be the value which r 
finally attains. From equation (2-12) the Kth component of equation 
(2-14) may be written 
dx, m L Xk 
= Kc - H I d.a (2-15) dt k j jk 
The objective point moves through the allowed region with a 
velocity K grad z, until it reaches a restriction such as the jth. At 
this point, the motion is determined by two vectors, the gradient and 
the vector N_. , normal to the -jth hyperplane. If N_. is greater than the 
normal component of K grad z, the point will be ejected from the re­
stricted region. The actual rebound is infinitesimal in magnitude as 
the objective point moves into the allowed region. The vector d_.N_. then 
vanishes, and the gradient causes the motion to reverse until the point 
again enters the restricted region. In this way, the objective point 
moves along the restriction boundary in the direction of the projection 
of the vector gradient z on the j£/z hyperplane. To solve equation 
(2-15) on an analog computer, it is necessary to divide the computer 
into the following three types of systems: 
13 
1. A set of n summing integrators limited to allow positive 
outputs only. 
2. A set of m summing amplifiers. 
3. A set of m switches. 
The output of the switch must be a constant positive tension when 
the input is negative and zero when the input is positive. 
The resulting general computer schematic is given in Figure 2. 
K 
Figure 2. General Computer Schematic for Pyne's Method 
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CHAPTER III 
JACKSON'S METHOD PERFORMANCES 
The Block Diagram 
The motion of the objective point can be described without loss 
of generality by the equation 
^ = grad Z - K V d.(A.-R.)grad A 
dt ^ 3 3 3 : 
(3-1) 
where R. is a constant 3 
and 
A . = V a . n x. 
^ k=i ] k k 
n 3A. 
grad A. = Y -r—̂ " i. = a..in 



















. b 2m 
. b 
mn 
b. . = a. . 
if the ith constant is active, and 
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if it is not, and 
b. . = 0 









is a column matrix of dimension m, equation (3-1) can be written 
x = c - KB TBx + KB TM (3-2) 
The matrix c represents the component of the velocity caused by 
T v grad z; the matrix KB Bx the component originated from K £ d.A. grad A.; 
T m j=l ] ] : 
the matrix KB M the component originated from K I d.R. grad A.. 
j=l 1 1 ] 
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If the objective point is in the interior of the feasible region, 
all the elements of B are equal to zero. When only one constraint is 
active B is a row matrix; when p constraints are active, it is a matrix 
of dimensions pxn. As the point moves, more and more constraints become 
active, and the number of rows of matrix B increases. The optimal point 
corresponds to the intersection of n hyperplanes, as many as the number 
of dimensions of the space. The objective point stops in its proximity, 
where n constraints are violated. Therefore, at the optimal point the 
matrix B is a square matrix of dimension n. This corresponds to the 
decomposition of the vector grad z along n linearily independent direc­
tions, which are normal to the active constraints. 
The block diagram corresponding to equation (3-1) is given in 
Figure 3. 
Movement of the Objective Point When 
the First Constraint is Reached 
If A. <R. for i*l and A n > Rn , equation (3-l) becomes : : 1 1 H 
X l = C l " K a l l ( a i l X l + a l 2 X 2 + " - + a l n X n ) + K a l l \ 
x 2 = c 2 - K a 1 2 ( a 1 1 x 1 + a 1 2 x 2 + . . . t a l n x n ) + K a ^ 
(3-3) 
x = c - Ka (a n nx n+a n^x^+...+a n x ) + Ka n Rn 
n n in 11 1 12 2 In n In 1 
For simplicity in the remaining part of this section, the con­
stants a. . will be written a.. 
18 
Figure 3. Jackson's Method Block Diagram 
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Let P, of coordinates _, = 0, x _ = 0, . . . , x„ = — , be a ' 01 5 02 5 5 On a 5 n 
point on the boundary, i.e. 
X0l al + x02 a2 + ••• + x0n an = R l 
This will be the position occupied by the objective point at time 
zero (initial condition). Equation (3-3) can be written 
x = Ax + D (3-4) 
where 
A = -
Ka± K a x a 2 
2 
Ka^a^ Ka^ 







K 1 R 1 + C ! 
K a 2 R l + C 2 
Ka R + C n 1 n 
Taking the Laplace transform of equation (3-4) and solving for X; 
X = Is-A 1 x A + Is-A 1 -—0 s 
20 
where I is the identity matrix, and 
*0 = 
The term ] Is—A | which depends on the initial conditions, is 
called free response. 
The term |Is —A) ^ ^, independent of the initial conditions, is 
called forced response. 
-1 . The matrix |Is-A( is given in Table 1. For sake of simplicity, 
let us assume, without loss of generality: 
2 2 a x + a 2 + . . + a = 1 
n 
(3-5) 
c a + c 0a 0 + ... c a = 1 1 1 2 2 n n (3-6) 
Equation (3-5) states that the vector has unit module. Equa­
tion (3-6) states that the projection of the gradient on the direction 
of has unit length. 
The Laplace transform of the free response is 
a.R. a.R, i i l 1 X. = + - i*n l s s + K 
a R a.R, R n n 1 1 1 X = + — — + n s s + K a s 
n 
Table 1. I Is-AI Matrix in Jackson's Method 
s + K V a? Ka,a^ Ka, a i*l 1 2 I n 
n 9 n 9 n 9 s(s+K J a f ) s(s+K Y a f ) s(s+K 7 a f ) 
i=l i=l i=l 
v s + K 7 a. 
K a i a 2 i*2 1 K a i a 2 
n 9 1 1 9 n 9 s(s+K £ a.) s(s+K I a ) s(s+K £ af) 
i=l 1 1=1 i=l 1 
s + Ka na Ka„a 
I n 2 n i*n 
K 7 a? . . i 
n 9 n n 
s(s+K a.) s(s+K y a.) s(s+K V af) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
e Laplace transform of the forced response is 
± (l+KR 1)a i 1 (l+RK)ai 
—— (c.-a.) + - = l<i<n 2 i i sK s + k K s 
Laplace transform of the total solution is 
22 
a a R. 1 / \ n n 1 X_ = -77 (c_-a_) + TTT ~ w _ . „\ + n 2 n n' Ks K(s+K) a s s n 
and in the time domain 
w ^ ^ " K t x. = (c.-a.)t + — -r— e i*n 
l i i K K 
, S n a n -Kt R x = ( c - a ) b + ^ — IT- E + — n n n K K a n 
Each of the coordinates of the objective point is given by the 
sum of 
a. A term increasing linearily with time. 
b. A constant term. 
c. A decreasing exponential. 
The term increasing linearily with time corresponds to a constant 
component of the velocity. The constant term is proportional to the 
distance of the objective point from the allowed region, and it corre­
sponds to an error. This error is reached after a transitient, given by 
the exponential term. The constant component of the velocity is the 
projection of grad z on the boundary hyperplane. This can be proved 
considering that the components of this vector are the form c^ - a^, 
i.e. it is obtained adding to grad z, of components c^, a vector N of 
components a^, and remembering that the projection of grad z in the 
direction of the unit vector N, which is normal to the boundary, is of 
length one. 
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It should be noted that the error and the constant of time of 
the transient are inversely proportional to the constant K. To make a 
little error, and to reach quickly the steady state, it is necessary to 
choose the constant K as big as possible. 
Final Error Evaluation 
The final position of the objective point can be found setting 
x = 0 in equation (3-2): 
0 = c - KB TBx + KB TM (3-7) 
It is near, but it does not coincide with the point whose 
coordinates maximize the objective function and satisfy the constraints; 
this causes an error. 
When the coordinates of the objective point are sufficiently 
near to their final value, n constraints are active, and matrix B in 
equation (3-7) is a square matrix of dimension n, whose determinant will 
be called j B | . 
Suppose the optimal point is the intersection of the first n 
constraints. With a proper translation of axes it is possible to move 
the origin of the coordinate axes to the optimal point. In this case, 
the constant in the equation of the first n constraints becomes zero, 
and equation (3-7) becomes 
0 = c - KB TBx' (3-8) 
24 
In the remaining part of this section, we shall make reference 
to those coordinates, and we'll write them without the prime notation. 
The error in each of the coordinates is given by the values which 
satisfy the equation 
From Kramer's rule it is clear that the error will be inversely 
i 12 
proportional to K, as it was said m the previous section, and |B| . 
The last statement has a geometrical interpretation. The ele­
ments of B are the components of the vectors N_. normal to the boundary 
hyperplane containing the optimal point. | B | is the volume of an n 
dimension parallelepiped whose edges are those vectors. If the angle 
between the boundary hyperplanes tends to zero this volume decreases, 
and the error tends to infinity. Therefore, Jackson's method should 
not be used in those cases. 
It is possible to reduce the error allowing K to change discon-
tinually from zero to a large value. This can be accomplished by using 
switches to determine when the feedback loops are activated. The limit 
of this method consists in the fact that K cannot increase indefinitely, 
or the computer amplifiers are overloaded. 
Introducing the constant H and K defined in Chapter II, the move­
ment equation becomes: 
m 
x = H grad z + K Y d.N.(A.-l) — , L 1 1 i i=l 
25 
The final position of the objective point is reached through the 
m 
opposite effect of H grad z and K £ d.N.(A.-l). Instead of increasing 
i=l 1 1 1 
the value of K, a better method to reduce the error is to decrease the 
value of H. H is kept large in the allowed region and when few con­
straints are active, so that the objective point reaches quickly the 
neighborhood of the' optimal point; then it is reduced. If the reduction 
is too great, the error caused by disturbances becomes excessively 




PYNE'S METHOD PERFORMANCES 
Block Diagram 
A greater number of amplifiers are necessary to solve an optimi­
zation problem with Pyne's method than with Jackson's. That is because 
in the former every switching function requires an amplifier, while in 
the latter it can be implemented by adding a diode to the feedback loop 
of the existing adder. 
The block diagram of the equation describing Pyne's method is 
given in Figure 4. 
Velocity of the Objective Point 
Denoting with V the speed of P, the objective point when no con­
straints are in play, suppose that P has to move at an angle 9 to its 
unconstrained direction. 
It is easy to see that the effect of the boundaries will cause P 
to move with the speed V cos 0 in the new direction, because the com­
ponent of the velocity originated by the constraints is normal to the 
constraints themselves. The total speed is then the time average of 
two velocities acting alternately. One is grad z, the other the sum of 
grad z and of the reaction of the constraints. Those two velocities 
have the same component along the direction of the total speed: 
V cos 9. 
2 
Figure 4. Pyne's Method Block Diagram 
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The component of the velocity in the direction of the gradient 
2 
is therefore reduced of a factor cos 0. In the worst case P travels 
along the one-dimensional intersection of n-1 hyperplanes. We can 
obtain an average estimate of its velocity by finding the expected value 
2 
of V cos 0 for a line selected at random in the n-space. The calcula­
tion is straightforward (2) and yields the expected value 
~ 2~ / V cos20 dS V V cos 0 = A = —, 
/dS 
the integration being performed over the surface of the unit sphere in 
n-space. 
Although this number is small when n is large, few problems may 
be expected in which the solution would be slowly approached, because 
this case will occur only toward the end of the problem and, in any 
event V can be made quite large. 
The movement of the objective point can be described by the 
equation: 
P = K grad z + V d.N. 
j=i 3 ] 
To prevent breakthrough into the restricted region N_. must be greater 
than the component of K grad z normal to the boundary 
-K grad z • N. < N. 
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Using equations (2-3) and (2-5), this determines an upper limit on K 
n o 
K - l : k 
K < £li 
K=l ] k k 
which must be satisfied for every j. 
Errors 
The objective point does not stop in proximity of the optimal 
point, but goes on bouncing from allowed to not allowed region, and 
vice versa. The amplitude of this bouncing is independent of the size 
m 
of the vectors K grad z and £ d.N., but depends on the sensibility of 
j=l 3 3 
the computer circuits. In other words there is no analytic error; this 
is a clear advantage over Jackson's method in which, as it has been 
shown, the greatest part of the error is not caused by sensibility, but 
by the chosen movement equation. 
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CHAPTER V 
USE OF SECOND ORDER MOVEMENT EQUATIONS 
The Movement Equation 
One of the limitation of the two methods presented previously is 
that the velocity of the objective point can be very small, and conse­
quently the time necessary to reach the optimal point can be exceedingly 
long. 
The worst condition is when the objective point moves along a 
long edge, forming with the vector grad z, an angle very near to — . 
This drawback can be avoided using a second order differential equation, 
i.e. describing the n-dimensional space as a field of accelerations, 
and not of velocities. A second advantage of this approach is that it 
is possible to reduce the duration of the transients originated when a 
new constraint becomes active. 
Let the variable y be subject to the equation: 
y = f 2x - f 2y - 2bf y (5-1) J n rr n 
where f and b are constants. 
n 
The corresponding block diagram is shown in Figure 5. Assuming 
0 < b < 1 
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the characteristic equation for equation (5-1) ii 
D + 2bf D + f = (Dtbf -jf /l-b2)(D+bf +jf /l-b 2) n n n n n n = 0 
hence the roots are 
D = -bf t if /l-b 2 = -a t jf, 1 n n J d 
D 0 = -bf - jf /l-b 2 -a - jf, 2 n n d 
where a = f b is called the dumping coefficient, and f, = f /l-b 2 is n d n 
called the dumped natural frequency; a is the inverse of the constant 
of time of the system. 
Figure 5. Second Order System 
The unit step response, that is, the values that y assumes when 
x is a unit step, is given by 
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y(t) = - ̂  e sen(f t+g) (5-2) 
d 
f d where g = arctg — . a. 
Figure 6 is a parametric representation of the unit step 
response. Note that the abscissa of this family of curves is the 
normalized time f t, and the parameter defining each curve is the n 
dumping ratio b. Equation (5-1) suggests how to modify equation (2-7). 
The movement of the objective point in the n space is described 
by the equation 




M = T d.(A.-R.)grad A. ,L., i i i & l i=l 
Equation (5-2) is equivalent to the set of n equations 
m n m n 
*i = c i " K 2 E a u d i E a i A - Ki .1 di aii (J a i k V V 
i=l k=l i=l k=l 
m n m n 
*2 = %- K 2 .X ai„di J a i A - Ki £ d i a m ( £ a i k V V 
1=1 k=l i=l k=l 
and introducing the n auxiliary variables y^ ,y^,...,y ; 
(5-3) 
Figure 6. Second Order System Response 
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m n m n 
yl = Cl " K 2 aildi J/i^k ' Kl J n diail( J a i k V V 1=1 K=l i=l K=l 
(5-4) 
m n m n 
yn = Cn - K 2 J aindi W k " Kl Z di ai n< Z V u ' V 
1=1 K=l i=l k=l 
x = y n n 
The corresponding block diagram, when only one constraint is 
active, is given in Figure 7. 
Movement of the Objective Point 
When One Constraint is Active 
Let only the jth constraint be active. For sake of simplicity 
in the remaining part of this section we shall write the constants 
R., d. without the subscript j, i.e. they will be written A , R, d. 
At time zero the objective point is on the constraint, and has a 
velocity of components 
x . = b. 
Oi i 
With a translation of axis it is possible to make the origin 
coincide with this initial position. Using these new coordinates, the 
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Figure 7. Second Order Movement Equation Block Diagram 
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initial position of the objective point is 
xoi = 0 
or it is: R = 0. 
Equation (5-4) becomes 
n n 
yl = Cl " W X V k - Ki ai d ( £ W 1 0 K-l K-l 
= °n - K2 an d j, V k " Kl an d ( jAV R ) 
K-l K = l 
x = y 
x = y n n 
Proceeding in the same way as in Chapter II, under the assump­
tions 
n o 
I ai = 1 
i=l 
n 
I a - c i = 1 
L -, i 1 
i=l 
it is possible to calculate the matrices |A] and |Is—A| \ They are 
given in Tables 2 and 3. 
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Table 2. A Matrix When a Second Order Movement Equation is Used 
~ K2 al " K2 al a2 * - K2 an al 'Klal " Kl a2 al " "Klanal 
" K2 ai a2 ~ K2 a2 " " K2 an a2 " Kl al a2 ' Kl a2 " ~ Ki an a2 
2 2 
2 1 n 2 1 n 2 n l l n 1 2 n I n 
1 0 0 -s 0 0 
0 1 0 0 -s 0 
The forced response Laplace Transform is 
a. . c. - a. a. s + K„ l 1 i i l 2 X. = + i K, s 3 K, 2 
1 s 1 s + K^s + K 1 
The free response Laplace Transform is 
x. = £=i + h = 1 2 2 s s + K 2s + K 
-s 
The total response Laplace Transform is 
-1 Table 3. |Is-A j Matrix When a Second Order Movement Equation is Used 
4 i/ 3 v 2 s + K 2s + K s 
3 i, ^ ^ 2 s + K (1-a )s + 
2 
+ K (a-a )s 
- K 0s a na -
2 I n 
- K..sa,a 
1 I n 
s 2 + K 2(l-a 2)s + 
+ K^l-a 2) 
- K s a a -
2 I n 
- K,sa_,a 
1 I n 
3 „ 2, 2 s + K_(l-a )s 2 n 
+ K^l-a^s 
K_sa,a -2 I n 
K, a n a 1 1 n 
v 2 2 - K ^ s 
K, a n a s' 1 1 n 
s 3 + K 2 s 2 + 
+ K^l-a^s 
- K n a a s' 1 1 n 
v 2 2 - K na s 1 n 
- K n a n a s 1 1 n 
K sa a -2 I n 
K n a n a 1 1 n 
s 2 + K 2(l-a 2)s + 
+ K^l-a 2) 
- K n an a s 1 1 n 
s 3 + K 2 s 2 + 
+ K-^l-a^s 
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a. c. - a. a. s + 
1 1 i i 2 i K 3 K 2 „ T s s 1 s t K 2s + K 
b. - a. I a- I auhu i l n L. h h i h h h=l h=l + + 2 2 s s + K 2s + K 
The Initial velocity of the forced movement is zero, but the 
objective point Is subject to a constant acceleration of components 
c_̂  - . Using the same considerations of Chapter III, it can be 
proved that the acceleration vector is given by the projection of grad 
z on the boundary plane. The effect of this acceleration Is particularly 
useful when the constraint Is almost normal to the gradient of the objec­
tive function. In this case, the objective point, Instead of moving with 
a constant velocity grad z cos 6, which is near to zero, increases its 
speed linearily with time. The term a^/K^s Is proportional to the 
distance of the objective point from the constraint, and represents an 
error. This error is reached after a transient of the form 
a. s + K 2 
K l s 2 + K 2s + K 
With reference to equation (5-1) It is 
K n = f 2 1 n 
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Transient duration is inversely proportional to (K) 1/2 (Figure 
6), the error to K . In order to make a small final error and to have 
transients which fade in a short time, it is necessary to choose the 
constant as large as possible. To avoid big oscillations during the 
transient, and at the same time to reach in a short time the final 
value, 0.8 seems to be a proper value for b. Consequently, it is 
If a smaller value of is chosen the objective point is sub­
ject to dumped oscillations, that can give origin to spirals; if a 
greater value of K is chosen, the objective point does not oscillate 
but reaches slower the final position. 
K 2 = 1.6(1^) 1/2 
The inverse Laplace transform of the forced transient term is 
sen cot e -at cos ait + 2,1/2 (aK x-K 2) 
where 
2 
The free response is given by the sum of two terms. The first 
represents a constant velocity. This vector w is the projection of the 
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initial velocity of components b^ on the boundary hyperplane. To 
prove this statement, let us consider that the vector W is the sum of 
n 
the vector and of a vector dV of components a^ £ ai^i* ^ s s u^~ 
i=l 
ficient to show that dV is parallel to N., i.e. normal to the con-
] 
straint, and of magnitude 
N. 
where • indicates the inner product; but this is immediate, remembering 
that N. is of unit module, and that 
n 
N. • V = J a.b. 
: o * i i 
The second term represents a transient. The considerations that 
led to the choice of and hold also for this term. The inverse 
Laplace transform of the transient is of the form 
n 
2a. y a.b. 
i=l -at — sen ait e 
/4K 1-K| 
It should be noted that the problem could not be solved with the 
use of only one feedback loop. If it is = 0, one obtains a = 0 and 
the objective point does not assume a fixed position, but goes on 
1/2 1 oscillating with frequency oo = (K^) and amplitude — . 
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CHAPTER VI 
PRIMAL AND DUAL PROBLEM SOLUTION 
Solution of a Compatible Set of Inequalities 
There are some methods which allow to reduce some problems of 
linear programming to the solution of a system of inequalities. In 
this chapter the solution of linear programming problems will be con­
sidered only in the sense of the application of this method. The first 
section will consider the problem of solving a compatible system of in­
equalities irrespective of mathematical programming. 
We consider a set of m compatible inequalities 
A. - R. < 0 (6-1) l l 
where R. is a constant. 
l 
The non-empty set of points satisfying Equation (6-1) Is denoted 
by R. The problem Is that of finding a point XeR. We reduce this 
problem to the one of finding the absolute minimum for the auxiliary 
function V(X), which is achieved in the points of R. 
Let us introduce the function H(A^), which can be differentiated 
over A. l 
H(A.) = (A.-R.)2d(A.-R.) 
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where 
d(A.-R.) = 0 for A. < R. 
1 1 l i 
d(A.-R.) = 1 for A. > R. 
l i l i 
The function H(A^) is everywhere positive in the half space 
where the ith constraint is not satisfied, and identically equal to 
zero in the half space where it is. 
Let us form the function 
m 
V(X) = ~ I (A.-R.)2d(A.-R.) (6-2) 2 . ̂ , l i l i i = l 
We have 
i 12 
lim V(X) = +°° for |X| tending to infinity 
Outside R the convex function has no stationary points; therefore 
grad V(X) 2 > 0 X^R 
where grad V(X) is the gradient of the function V(X). Thus the in­
equalities problem (1) is reduced to that of finding the minimum points 
of the function V(X). 
To minimize the function V(X), defined in section 2, one can use 
the gradient system of differential equations 
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*k = _ K av(x) 
dt 8x K 
or, by (2) 
dx^ m 3A. 
K = - I r-̂ - (A.-R.)d(A.-R.) . ̂ , 9x, 1 1 i i dt _ i=l k 
This equation has the same form as equation (2-7), in which 
grad z is set equal to zero, and can be interpreted in the same way. 
Solution of the Linear Programming Problem 
Let us consider the primal and dual linear programming problems 
The primal problem: 
Maximize 
n 
K=l k k 
over the set R^ which is defined by the system of inequalities 
n 
I a. JL - b. < 0 l<i<m (6-3) 
K=l l k k 1 
-x. < 0 l<k<n k 
The dual problem: 
Minimize 
m 
W(Y) = I b.y. . u i i i=l 
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over the set P , which is defined b the system of inequalities 
m 
i=l 
- y. < 0 
i 
The dual problem is constructed according to the conditions of the primal 




z(X) < w(Y) 
for xeR and yeP. The equality holds for the optimal values of x and 
y, x* and y*, that we are trying to determine. 
The primal and dual problems can be reduced to one problem: find 
the vector (x* y*) = (x* ,x* ,. . . ,x* ,y* ,y£,. . . ,y*) which satisfies simul-J 1 2 n 1 2 n 
taneously the set of inequalities (3) and (4) and 
n n 
-z(x) t w(y) = - y c >L + V b.y.<0 , k k . 1 1 k=l 1 = 1 
The solution of the problems (3) and (4) can be reduced to the 




i = l 
7 a x -b. 
, , ik k i k=l 
1̂ 
J n aikV bi 






- . ^ a i k y i + C k ( 
m 
- J a., y ,+c. 
L 1k-71 k i=l 
m n 
/ b.y.- J cn xn 
1=1 k=l 
2 r ^ m n 
1=1 k=l 
n 2 m 2 
+ I x k d ( " x k ) + ^ y id(-y i) k=l 1=1 
The gradient system looks like 
dx 
v _ = -K m I a 





k = l i = l 
f n m ^ 
k=l i=l 
- I c, x, + (6-5) 
- x d(-x ) 
V V 
dy 
dt 1 = K 
n 
I a 
k = l 
3k 
m 
- y a., y ,+c, 
L ±kJ i k i = l 
m 
- y a., y .+c1 








J i J l 
(6-6) 
The system (6-6) can be easily implemented on an analog computer, 
The computer schematic and block diagram are similar to those 
considered in Chapter II. 
Method Performances 
In a number of applied problems, for example in digital optimi­
zation, in game and economical problems, the solution of both the primal 
and dual problems is required. In those cases this solution method is 
particularly useful. 
The forcing function in the previous methods was represented by 
the gradient of the objective function. Here the movement of the objec­
tive point uniquely by the constraints. The only point where no con­
straints are active is the optimal point, which is the intersection of 
all non-redundant boundary hyperplanes. The solution is an exact one, 
as in Pyne Ts method, i.e. this procedure does not cause an error that 
cannot be eliminated because implicit in the motion equation. Unlike 
PyneTs method, the velocity by which the system attains the steady state 
can be increased by the proper use of a second order differential equa­
tion . 
The price paid for the two advantages is a greater number of 










In this chapter the problem: 
Maximize z = x + x^ 
subject to 2xn + x <4 1 2 
-x + x 2<l, 
whose solution is 
x 1 = l , x 2 = 2 , z = 3 , 
will be solved using some of the methods previously presented, and the 
results will be compared. The extreme simplicity of this problem is 
caused by the limitations imposed by the small number of available 
amplifiers (14) and by the maximum number of inputs to each of them 
(three x 1, and two x 10). Ten potentiometers and six integrating net­
works were available, but these quantities were not critical in the 
determination of the size of the example problem. 
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Jackson's Method 
The computer schematic and the results are given in Figures 8, 
9, 10, and 11. 
The component of the objective point velocity caused by the con­
straint, that in the block diagram corresponds to the feedback variable, 
is the same in the two experiments reported. The term a, which repre­
sents the velocity component due to the objective function gradient, is 
varied. When it has a great value (a=l), the final position is reached 
in a shorter time, but the error is considerably greater than the case 
in which a is small (a=.5). 
The procedure: start with a great value of a; when the velocity 
of the objective point is zero, reduce a, could seem the best. In 
practice, it gives unreliable results: the final value of the variable 
s depends greatly on the final value of a; if a becomes very small the 
error changes of sign, and the result that one obtains change from 
experiment to experiment. 
Pyne's Method 
The computer schematic and the results are given in Figures 12 
and 13. 
The amplifiers in the feedback path, combined with the diodes, 
perform the switching function. Suppose the diode has an ideal trans­
fer function, and the amplifier has a very great gain. If the objective 
point is in the allowed region, at the outputs of the summer and of the 
amplifier there is zero voltage. If it moves to the not allowed region 





Figure 10. Jackson's Method Application Response—x, 
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Figure 13. Pyne's Method Application Response—x and x 
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voltage proportional to the distance from the boundary. At the output 
of the amplifier, remembering that the gain is very high, there is a 
constant voltage equal to the saturation tension. In reality the diode 
characteristic derivative has no discontinuities, and the gain of the 
amplifier is 20. The feedback tension Is not a binary variable, but 
assumes all the values between the saturation voltages. In such a 
way, even if Pyne's method conceptually differs from Jackson's, in its 
practical application, it leads to the same computer set up, with the 
only difference of an increased feedback. 
For K =1 the set up in Figure 12 is equivalent to the one in 
Figure 8, with a=l and the feedback increased 20 times. For K =.1 the 
feedback is only twice as big. In this second case there is not a sig­
nificant difference in the response of the two methods. In the first 
case there is no significant error, and the time required to obtain the 
solution is considerably shorter than with Jackson's method. 
This result can be obtained because a large value of the constant 
a corresponds to a great velocity, and at the same time the increase in 
the feedback reduces the error. 
Second Order Equation Method 
The computer schematic is given in Figure 14. The constant a is 
proportional to the component of the objective point acceleration given 
by the gradient of the objective function. If a=0 (Figures 15 and 16), 
while in the feasible region, the velocity should be constant and equal 
to x ^ , X2Q* ^ n P r a c " t i c e 5 a s "the switching function is not perfect, 
there is a small positive feedback, and the velocity increases slightly. 
Figure 14. Second Order Equation Method Computer Schematic 
/ 
2 (/ 6 8 r , 
Figure 15. Second Order Equation Method Response 
Figure 16. Second Order Equation Method Response 
Figure 17. Second Order Equation Method Response: 
/ \ 
\* / K.-Z5 
t 
Figure 18. Second Order Equation Method Response: x 
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The error is zero, but to obtain the solution a longer time is required 
than in the case In which a greater value of a is used (a=l). 
In Figures 17 and 18 are shown trajectories for various values 
of b. For b=.8 the results of this method are similar to those of 
Pyne's. It should be noted that the feedback in the latter was 40 
times greater. It has not been possible, for lack of amplifiers, to 






The method of solution of the programming problem on analog 
computer requires only 10 to 20 seconds for solution. This time is 
approximately independent of the size of the problem, and depends only 
on the required precision. This method is straightforward and requires 
no manipulation of the basic equation other than the introduction of 
magnitude scale factors. Once the problem is set up on the analog 
machine the solution time is on the order of a few seconds. This is in 
contrast to the relatively long time required for solution of such 
problems on a digital computer. 
It is clear, of course, that the solution of such a problem 
requires a considerable amount of equipment. For instance, a problem 
whose basic matrix is 25x25 would require using Jackson's Method from 
75 to 88 amplifiers, depending upon the number of negative coefficients 
in the basic matrix. This would require access to a medium-sized analog 
computer installation. It should be emphasized that the solution time 
of the problem, although it requires as many as 88 amplifiers, would be 
on the order of 10 seconds, as opposed to minutes in the case of a 
medium-sized digital computer. Once the problem is set up on analog 
computers, many variations of the problem can be run in a matter of 
minutes. This opens up a large field in the solution of programming 
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problems. One may explore the sensitivity of the problem as a function 
of the parameters of the system and/or the effect on the system of pre­
dicted changes in the future completely at the will of operator. For 
example: 
1. To move an edge parallel to itself, change the constant 
voltage applied to the corresponding summer. If necessary,change the 
corresponding resistance to prevent saturation of the amplifier. 
2. To minimize instead of maximize an objective function, change 
the polarity of the constant voltage applied to integrators. 
3. To interchange the restricted and allowed region for any 
edge: reverse input and output terminals of the diode. 
4. To vary the slope of an edge, change the potentiometers cor­
responding to its equation coefficients. 
5. If the integrating capacitors are all started from a dis­
charged condition, the objective point will start Its motion from the 
origin. It can be desirable to start from another initial condition; 
this can be done by introducing appropriate initial voltages on the 
integrating capacitors. 
The methods outlined above for solution on an electronic analog 
computer have a very definite advantage over digital calculation, not only 
in speed, but also by virtue of the fact that the constraint and objec­
tive functions need not be linear in the region of interest. Most 
programming problems that are being solved today on digital machines are 
approximations of the actual situation, since the problem invariably must 
be linearized. This is a very decided advantage of analog computation. 
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Limitations 
Not all nonlinear problems, however, can be solved by analog 
methods. The requirements that must be satisfied, for obvious reasons, 
are: 
1. The allowed region must be convex. 
2. The objective function is unimodal. 
3. Constraints and objective function are approximated by poly­
nomials or by those irrational functions, such as square root, for which 
the function generator is available. 
In the nonlinear case, using Jackson's method, the velocity 
vector is always defined by 
4— = H grad z - K T d.(A.-R.)grad A. dt to . - , 1 1 1 i j=l J 
where grad z is no more a constant, and A. is not a linear function. 
In linear programming problems, as there is only one maximum in 
the solution space, the solution will be obtained on the first trial, 
starting from any initial point. Nonlinear problems, on the other hand, 
present two major difficulties. The first is that of describing the 
nonlinearities mathematically and being able to take these nonlinear 
functions into account during the calculations. This offers no basic 
difficulty to analog calculation because a nonlinear function is treated 
in the same manner as a linear function. The presence of nonlinear 
functions does, however, require more elaborate equipment. 
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The second difficulty is the fact that non-unimodal programming 
problems may have a number of relative or local maximum values as 
opposed to linear programming problems which always have one and only 
one maximum value of the objective function in the solution space. 
Using any of the methods outlined above, any particular set of 
initial conditions will always produce the same solution, which may or 
may not be the absolute maximum. The obvious solution to this problem 
is to scan the solution space by using different sets of initial condi­
tions for each trial. This method is not particularly efficient, and 
does not provide the assurance that all relative maxima have been found, 
even after a large number of trials. However, a very large number of 
trials can be carried out in a relatively short time, resulting in a 
good probability of finding the correct solution. 
Another, and perhaps more serious limitation to the analog 
solution to mathematical programming problems is the time required for 
the computer set up. The analog computer set up is the equivalent to 
the programming of a digital computer. A program can be used for many 
problems, only changing the data characteristic to each of them and thus 
avoiding a great amount of work. In a similar way, the set up time in 
the linear case can be substantially reduced using a special problem 
programming board. In other words, the entire computer would be 
internally wired and its program board would then be a set of knobs , 
arranged and worked as in the final array. The set up time can be fur­
ther reduced because, since each resistance among the ones corresponding 
to the coefficients a.. enters the problem twice, these could be combined 
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so that both are set in a single operation. The special purpose analog 
computer can greatly reduce the set up time, but has two disadvantages 
over the general purpose one: the first is the lack of flexibility, 
i.e. it cannot be used for other problems or simulation studies; the 
second is the greater number of amplifiers that are required to solve a 
problem of given size. This fact could prevent its use in any reasonably 
sized problem. Consider, for example, a special problem computer wired 
according to Jackson's method, whose computer schematic is given in 
Figure 19. 
Depending on the problem, every coefficient can be positive or 
negative. As a consequence, all connections must be wired twice: once 
directly, and once inserting an inverter. Depending on the sign of the 
coefficient in the problem under consideration, one of the connections 
is disconnected turning to zero the corresponding potentiometer. 
Let m be the number of constraints, n the number of variables, 
z the maximum number of inputs to each amplifier. Let a be the minimum 
integer such that 
2m < a(z-l) + 1 
on b the minimum integer such that 
2n < b(z-l) + 1 




W = 2(n+m) 
The total number of amplifiers required is 
N = (a+l)n + (b+l)m 
The values of N as a function of m, with n as a parameter, are given 
in Figure 10. 
It is clear that N can reach very high values for small n and m. 
Probably this is one of the reasons analog solution methods to mathe­
matical programming problems have received so little attention. It 
should be remembered, however, that it could be worth paying this price 
for the advantages offered in sensitivity analysis and nonlinear 
programming. 
Recommendations for Future Investigation 
Two problems have not been considered in this thesis and should 
be studied: 
1. Discussion of alternate methods of taking constraints into 
account. For example, the objective function could be modified in the 
following way: 
m 1 
Max z1 = z - H I A _ R 
j=l j j 
where H is a constant, and the solution could be found as the limit of 
Z' for H tending to zero. 
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2. Application of second order movement equation to the simul­
taneous solution of primal and dual problems. 
It is also advisable to make an in-depth investigation of the 
nonlinear case; errors, velocity, and number of components should be 
determined; the possibility of sensitivity analysis should be examined. 
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